Overview

Virtual bidding is a type of transaction introduced into wholesale electricity markets to improve competition and pricing. Under certain circumstances, virtual bidding works as advertised. But not always. Situations can arise in which the profits from virtual bidding are a purely parasitic transfer from electricity producers and consumers. Indeed, in these situations, virtual bidding can add real costs to system operation. This paper analyzes how virtual bidding functions and details the situations under which it malfunctions. These are illustrated with specific examples, and the generality of these examples is motivated. The fault with virtual bidding identified in this paper needs to be incorporated into any assessment of the costs and benefits of virtual bidding.

Methods

This paper ties together the theory of wholesale electricity auctions with certain empirical results. In a simplified theoretical framework, the Day-Ahead price should equal the expected Real-Time price so that the expected DA/RT spread is zero. We explain the important practical complications that motivate the use of a multi-settlement market design and which occasionally give rise to persistent DA/RT spreads. We then explain how the introduction of virtual bidding operates when these practical considerations are present. We use specific examples from the recent experience of virtual bidding, especially in the California market, to help clarify the problems that arise. We provide a detailed numerical example to help understand the problem. We then generalize this specific case and example using other experiences in other markets.

Results

The establishes that spreads between the Day-Ahead and the Real-Time price will often arise due to the many necessary approximations differently employed in the Day-Ahead and Real-Time algorithms which clear and settle wholesale electricity auctions; while virtual bidders can profit off of these spreads, oftentimes they cannot help resolve the underlying problem that creates the spread; in these cases, profits earned by virtual bidders can be a purely parasitic drain on the system, adding to the costs paid by load; in addition, virtual bidders may add to system costs; convergence (a narrowing DA/RT spread) is an imperfect metric for evaluating system performance and the contribution of virtual bidders; virtuals may cause the average DA/RT spread to move closer to zero, and nevertheless all virtual profits are a purely parasitic drain, and, in addition, virtual trading has increased system costs.

Conclusions

Virtual bidding is a peculiar beast. It is a form of financial trading that has been carefully grafted onto the design for wholesale trading of physical electricity. Virtual bidders are wanted because they will help drive out any and all disparities between the Day-Ahead and the Real-Time price to drive DA/RT spreads to zero. Unfortunately, many advocates of virtual bidding have been willing to overlook important cases in which it has proven costly to consumers and hurt system performance, driving up costs. Understanding when virtuals contribute to system performance and when they are parasitic and also hurt system performance is a difficult empirical challenge.
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